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This volume is the second in a series that presents

comprehensive proposals to extend health insur-

ance coverage to most, if not all, Americans. Since

the first volume was published in June , the

problem of the uninsured has, if anything, grown

worse. The downturn in the economy has caused

large numbers of people to lose their jobs and, in the

process, their health insurance. Nothing on the eco-

nomic horizon suggests that market forces alone

will cause more people to get coverage in the near

future. The need for imaginative, far-reaching pro-

posals to reform the way we make health insurance

available and affordable for all Americans remains

as strong as ever. The purpose of this volume, and

the Covering America project, is to help supply that

need.

This document includes summaries of three

new proposals to protect Americans from the finan-

cial burden of paying for expensive medical care.

Like the  proposals published in the previous vol-

ume in this series, the new reform proposals were

prepared by distinguished health analysts represent-

ing diverse philosophical perspectives and very dif-

ferent ideas about the direction reform should take.

Although we place no constraints on the authors

regarding the approach they devise, we do ask them

to put their ideas to the test of presenting their pro-

posals in person before our advisory panel of expert

health researchers and analysts for their review and

critique. (Panel members were not asked for

endorsement of any proposal; none was given, and

none should be inferred.) After reflecting on the

advisory panel’s comments, as well as those of

Economic and Social Research Institute staff, the
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authors then prepared the final versions of their

proposals, which appear here.

The proposals summarized in this document are

available in their entirety in a separate volume pub-

lished by the Economic and Social Research Insti-

tute. That volume also includes commentaries about

the  proposals produced in the previous volume,

although many of the observations are applicable to

the three proposals contained in this volume as well.

These commentaries are prepared by people with the

kind of insight, experience, and expertise that allows

them to look at reform from a broad perspective.

This document was produced as part of the

Covering America project, which is sponsored by

The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation and is

designed to help move toward the goal of health

coverage for all Americans. By convening leading

experts representing the full range of philosophical

and political perspectives, the project develops

diverse, comprehensive proposals and careful analy-

ses designed to lay the groundwork for future

progress in covering the uninsured. What distin-

guishes the proposals produced as part of this

process from most of those that have appeared in

the last several years is their emphasis on achieving

universal or near-universal coverage. While all of

the authors, as well as the sponsor and staff of this

project, realize that the current political climate

does not make achievement of universal coverage

likely in the immediate future, it is our conviction

that it is important to keep that objective alive by

creating a forum where new and creative ideas can

be developed, dissected, debated, and refined.

Introduction



Overview

David Kendall, Jeff Lemieux, and S. Robert Levine

have prepared a plan they believe will achieve near-

universal coverage. While relying heavily on the

basic structure of the current system, they propose

to use new federally financed tax credits to make

coverage affordable, and they assign state govern-

ments major responsibility for ensuring that people

actually get coverage. The authors are especially

concerned that decision makers be held accountable

for achieving good results. They argue that present

efforts to extend coverage have been less than fully

successful, in part because success has been meas-

ured by ability to follow rules and meet require-

ments rather than by capacity to achieve desired

outcomes.

Tax Credits 

The federal government would finance tax credits to

help low- to middle-income people purchase cover-

age, with larger credit amounts available to people

who do not have employer-sponsored coverage. For

those without employer coverage, the maximum

credit would be , for single coverage and ,

for a family. For those with employer coverage, the

credit would be  for individuals and , for

families. The authors propose lower credits for peo-

ple with employer-based coverage because they

already enjoy a tax advantage, since they are not

taxed on the amount their employer contributes to

health insurance premiums.

The size of the tax credit would be based on

income. Families with annual incomes of up to

, a year would be eligible for the full credit,

and the credit would be phased out once income

6

A Performance-Based Approach to Universal 
Health Care

David B. Kendall, Jeff Lemieux, and S. Robert Levine have outlined a plan for a performance-based
approach to achieving near-universal coverage. It establishes universal coverage as a national mission
and has the following elements: 

• Federal income-related, refundable, advanceable tax credits to individuals and families.

• Performance-based grants to states linked to improvements in coverage rates, access to care, health
care quality, health outcomes, and public health. 

• State-established purchasing groups (similar to the federal employees’ plan) or other purchasing
options that would allow every individual and business to choose from a variety of competing health plans. 

• Employer responsibility to permit workers to enroll in a health plan at the work site, pass along fed-
eral tax credits, and deduct the cost of coverage from employees’ paychecks.

• After five years, an individual mandate enforced through disallowance of the personal exemption
for federal income tax.

• Establishment of a health information infrastructure to improve communication and enhance
secure information exchange among stakeholders and enable continuous improvement of health care
safety and quality and cost-effective use of health care resources.
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reached ,. For people buying single coverage,

the full credit would be available to those with

incomes up to , a year, with the credit gradu-

ally being reduced to zero for those with incomes

greater than , a year. Credits can be applied to

the cost of either employer-based coverage or cover-

age purchased in the individual market or through a

purchasing group.

The Role of Employers 

Although employers would not be required to con-

tribute toward the cost of health insurance, they

would assume various responsibilities for making

certain their employees could readily choose from a

variety of health plans. All employers would be

required to facilitate an annual enrollment process

for their workers. Employers that did not them-

selves sponsor coverage would offer a menu of

health plans—for example, plans offered by state-

sanctioned purchasing groups or those included in

a menu developed by the state insurance commis-

sioner. All employers would administer the tax

credit process by adding the appropriate tax credit

amount to each employee’s paycheck. (Any discrep-

ancies between the amount employers transfer to

an employee and the amount for which the

employee is actually eligible would be reconciled

when the employee files his or her federal income

tax return.) Employers also would be responsible

for withholding the appropriate premium amount

from the employee’s paycheck and transferring that

amount to the insurer. Employers would be com-

pensated for extending the tax credits to employees

by a reduction in the amounts they pay to the fed-

eral government for withheld employee income tax.

The Role of States 

States would receive federal grants to carry out spe-

cific tasks. The federal government would allocate

 billion to states, which they would use to provide

a menu of reasonably priced health plan choices to

everyone who lacks employer-sponsored coverage.

States would have latitude in deciding how to meet

this requirement. They could, for example, establish

a purchasing group similar to the Federal Employ-

ees Health Benefits Program or they could negotiate

with insurers to make a set of options available

across the state. (If, after two years, a state failed to

offer a menu of choices, individuals and employers

would be eligible to enroll in a federal FEHBP-like

program.) States would also have options for meet-

ing the requirement that coverage be reasonably

priced. For example, to ensure that high-risk people

did not have to pay unaffordably high prices, the

state could impose community rating. Or the state

could subsidize the cost of coverage for higher-risk

people buying through a purchasing pool.

A federal pool of  billion would be set aside to

make performance-based grants to states, which

they would use to improve rates of health care cov-

erage and enhance health care quality, access, and

outcomes. Because the federal tax credits would not

always be sufficient to make coverage affordable,

especially for higher-risk people seeking coverage in

the individual market, states would be responsible

for making coverage available to people who other-

wise might fall through the cracks. States could use

the grants to expand either public or private cover-

age or both, and they would be required to sustain a

safety net system to provide outpatient and preven-

tive care services for people who remain uninsured

for whatever reason.

The grants would be performance-based in the

sense that the amounts states receive would be

directly linked to the state’s success in reducing the

number of uninsured (adjusted for matters not

related to the state’s specific activities and for factors

not under their control). States would set aside a

portion of their grants to collaborate in a federal-

state effort to develop and test measures of health

care quality, access, and outcomes and public

health. Once these measures were refined, they

would become the basis for additional grants to

states that showed improvement in achieving

desired outcomes.

A Two-Stage Approach 

The authors say that initial implementation efforts

should be directed to making coverage affordable
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for everyone and assessing the success of these

efforts. The second phase would be to move toward

making the purchase of health coverage mandatory

for all individuals. After the initial five years, a feder-

al commission would be established to assess the

impact of the effort and to recommend any neces-

sary changes. The commission would also decide

whether it was appropriate to make coverage

mandatory. The mandate would be enforced by a

financial penalty: people without health insurance

would not be able to take the personal exemption on

their federal income tax.

In establishing the mandate, the federal com-

mission would determine what minimum benefits

package would meet the mandate requirement,

based, in part, on an evidence-based assessment of

the “benefit of benefits” in achieving individual and

population health goals. The federal government

also would take an active role in encouraging forma-

tion and optimal use of a secure health information

network that would link patients, providers, and

health plans and give them access to the world’s

health knowledge base. To improve quality and

restrain costs, a federal information clearinghouse

would be established to report on health quality and

outcomes for health plans and individual providers.

Outlook

The authors recognize that it is all too easy to thwart

efforts to initiate comprehensive reform, in part

because it is easy to play on people’s fears that they

will lose what they already have. For this reason the

authors have tried to minimize disruption to exist-

ing coverage, for example, by strengthening the

employer-based system, leaving intact the tax exclu-

sion for employer-paid premiums, and not displac-

ing the Medicaid and S-CHIP programs. While

assigning a major role to states, the proposal also

gives them broad discretion in deciding how to meet

their obligations. In the authors’ view, the way to

approach universal coverage is through a flexible,

phased-in approach that leaves plenty of room for

assessment and revision along the way. ■

David B. Kendall is Senior Fellow for Health Policy 

at the Progressive Policy Institute.

Jeff Lemieux is Senior Economist at the Progressive

Policy Institute.

S. Robert Levine, M.D., is Chairman of the Health

Priorities Project at the Progressive Policy Institute.



Overview

Tom Miller envisions a reformed health care system

that puts more emphasis on the end of achieving

access to services and improved health status than

on the means of covering everyone with insurance.

He would leave in place existing subsidy programs

such as Medicaid, S-CHIP, and Medicare, but he

favors more funding for tax credits that would be

used to purchase high-deductible health coverage,

improvements in the safety net to cover people

without insurance, and high-risk pools that subsi-

dize coverage for the “uninsurable.” He also pro-

poses reforms that would change incentives for

consumers, insurers, and state insurance regulators

to encourage competition, economy, and efficiency.

Tax Credits for Eligible Insurance

A new federal tax credit would subsidize  percent

of the cost (without limit) for anyone purchasing

qualified health insurance. Eligible insurance would

be exempt from state mandates but would have to

cover a minimum set of benefits and include high

deductibles—for example, ,, or  percent of

income—and maximum out-of-pocket limits—for

example, ,, or  percent of income. Plans

with higher deductibles and lower out-of-pocket

limits would qualify for the credit, but plans with

less cost sharing would not.

For employees who opted not to take the tax

credit, the amount employers pay toward coverage

would still be excludable, that is, not taxable as

income to employees. Tax credits would be payable

in advance of income tax filing, but the credit could

not exceed an individual or family’s tax liability, so it

Improving Access to Health Care without
Comprehensive Health Insurance Coverage: 
Incentives, Competition, Choice, and Priorities
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Tom Miller has provided a detailed blueprint for a reformed health care system that would try to pro-
mote efficiency and economy by redesigning incentives, especially by assigning more responsibility for
health spending decisions to individual consumers and less to third-party payers. The plan would put
more emphasis on achieving access to health services than on expanding insurance coverage. It includes
the following elements:

• Tax credits available to everyone that could be used to purchase high-deductible insurance coverage.

• Greater emphasis on expanding the safety net system as an alternative to covering all of the uninsured.

• Improved funding for and accessibility to high-risk pools.

• Greater flexibility in health insurance regulation, provided by promoting interstate regulatory com-
petition to attract insurers.

• Changes in the incentives that now encourage choice of employer-based coverage over individual
coverage.

• Tax incentives to encourage voluntary contributions to agencies serving the uninsured. 



would not be available to people with no federal tax

liability. That is, the credit is not “refundable.”

To qualify as eligible insurance, the plan would

have to provide an optional, and separately priced,

guaranteed-renewal provision. Tax credits could be

used to purchase coverage through voluntary pur-

chasing pools open to businesses and individuals,

with the expectation that these pools would negoti-

ate favorable contracts with health plans. New

entrants could be risk rated for the first two years

after they enter, but after that, their premiums would

rise at a rate equal to the average for all enrollees. To

discourage adverse selection brought on by an exo-

dus of low-risk enrollees, the pools could require

individuals to agree to multiple-year contracts and

could impose financial penalties on those who leave.

Employers would be encouraged to adopt wage

payment practices that would make purchase of

coverage in the individual market more attractive.

For example, employees who chose not to partici-

pate in the employer’s health plan could negotiate

higher salaries (reflecting the cost saving the

employer realizes by not having to contribute to the

premium) and use the extra income to purchase

individual coverage.

Other Tax Reforms

Miller proposes other tax reforms that would sup-

plement the tax credit. He favors eliminating the

current restrictions on medical savings accounts

(MSAs) so that they would be universally available,

and employers and employees could contribute to

them in greater amounts and with greater rollover

flexibility. New tax provisions would allow people to

contribute to new types of health savings accounts,

which would closely resemble the current pre-tax

regular IRAs and post-tax Roth-style IRAs. The “use

it or lose it” requirement for flexible spending

account plans would be eliminated.

Encouraging Competition

Since many people would be paying for non-cata-

strophic medical care with “their own” rather than

insurers’ money, Miller believes they would be open

to bargaining with providers regarding the price of

services. To facilitate such price competition, Miller

proposes measures to make price information more

readily available to consumers so that they can com-

pare the value of services offered by competing

providers.

Because he thinks insurance regulation has

raised the price of coverage and thereby made it less

affordable for lower-income people, Miller wants

competition among insurance regulators so that

consumers can “buy” the kind and degree of regula-

tion they prefer. To achieve this result, he proposes

to allow insurers to select the kind of regulation to

which they would be subject by allowing them to

choose a state in which they would be domiciled

and then to operate under that state’s regulatory

rules in all states in which they choose to sell cover-

age. In other words, all states would have reciprocity

agreements with all other states. By “voting with

their feet,” insurers and consumers would choose

the degree of regulation they find most satisfactory.

The need to preserve their reputations would pre-

vent insurers from choosing a regulatory apparatus

that leaves consumers without adequate protection.

Risk Segmentation

Miller recognizes that critics will argue that some of

his proposed reforms will promote risk selection by

insurers and make coverage unaffordable for higher-

risk individuals and groups. But he contends that

such fears are unfounded and unsupported by the

facts. Claims of harmful risk selection are more

hypothetical than proven by experience, and where

risk segmentation is observed, it is often due to mis-

guided government regulation. Miller concludes that

risk segmentation is unlikely to be a serious problem

in his reformed system. To the extent that some peo-

ple are priced out of the market, the right way to deal

with that is through explicit subsidies rather than

through “camouflaged regulatory cross-subsidies.”

Safety Net and Related Reforms

Miller recognizes that tax credits and other tax

reforms will still leave insurance unaffordable for

10



some people. Many of these people will need to con-

tinue to depend on safety net providers, as they do

today. Miller argues that, in many instances, this is a

more efficient and effective approach than trying to

“coax” them to purchase insurance coverage with

elaborate subsidy schemes. But he does acknowl-

edge that the safety net system needs to be better

funded. One approach he favors is to give private

individuals strong tax incentives to make charitable

contributions to non-profit entities that serve low-

income uninsured people. Contributors to eligible

charities would be allowed a tax credit that fully off-

sets the cost of their contribution, as long as their

total “citizen appropriation” did not exceed 10 per-

cent of their total tax liability.

Miller identifies the “uninsurable” as another

group that needs subsidies. These are people whose

potential medical needs put them in such high-risk

categories that the price of (unsubsidized) coverage

in the individual market would be far beyond what

they can afford. In many states these people are

served by high-risk pools, but the pools are often

underfunded so that subsidies are too small or

needy people are turned away because enrollment is

capped. Miller would correct the funding problem

by declaring uninsurable people as “medically

needy” under the Medicaid program and using

Medicaid money to fund state-operated high-risk

pools. The amount of money (which comes both

from the state and the federal government) would

be capped.

To give Medicaid recipients greater flexibility in

choosing health plans, Miller would allow states to

permit Medicaid recipients (other than the blind

and disabled and medically needy) to opt to take

their “share” of capitated payments as a voucher

they could use to purchase private coverage.

Financing

Miller argues that revenues needed to offset new

spending or replace revenues lost through tax cred-

its should be generating by reducing other federal

government spending, in both health and non-

health programs, and by redirecting current

Medicaid spending. He suggests that the reforms he

proposes could help to make the new spending fea-

sible because the changes would help to lessen the

rate of growth of overall health spending. ■

Tom Miller, J.D., is Director of Health Policy Studies

at the Cato Institute.
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Overview

James A. Morone proposes to solve the problem of

the uninsured by guaranteeing that all Americans,

young and old, would be automatically covered

under an augmented Medicare program funded

solely by a new value-added tax. While covering a

full range of services, this single-payer system would

emphasize delivery of primary care in community-

based health centers. Although clearly a federally

centered approach, the plan would provide some

flexibility by allowing states to develop an alterna-

tive approach and by giving employers the option of

providing coverage that supplements the benefits

package available under Medicare.

Rejecting the Outmoded and Ineffective

Morone argues that the time has come to abandon

the employment-based system of financing health

care. This system may have made sense at a time of

unionized, industrial-based employment, stable and

often lifelong jobs, and only limited foreign compe-

tition. Now, however, few workers stay in a single

full-time job for long, and the new economy

requires that employers be able to quickly adjust the

size of their workforces, with consequent disrup-

tions of insurance coverage. The time for depend-

ence on employment-based coverage has passed.

Similarly, a system that relies on many compet-

ing insurers is ineffective. The theory that such com-

petition would control costs has seldom been

proved in practice, and people find multiple choice

among competing insurers complex and bewilder-

ing. Moreover, the choice among competing (man-

aged care) plans often limits the choice people really

care about—the choice of physicians.

Enhanced Coverage

While automatically covering everyone, the new

Medicare would offer more comprehensive coverage

than the current program. There would be no cost

sharing, and coverage would be added for prescrip-

tion drugs, durable medical equipment, full access to

primary care and early intervention, home health

care, and treatment for drug addiction. Other bene-

fits would be added periodically as recommended by

a special commission charged with keeping coverage

up to date with changes in medical technology.

Emphasis would be newly focused on community-

based care, with new funding for community health

centers and school-based centers.

12

Medicare for All

James A. Morone has proposed a single-payer approach to provide universal coverage with the fol-
lowing elements:

• The Medicare program with expanded benefits, including no cost sharing, would provide auto-
matic coverage for all legal residents of every age.

• Funding would come solely from revenues raised by a new federal value-added tax.

• States could opt out (for residents under age 65) by proposing a program that meets federal
guidelines and by paying 25 percent of the cost.

• Employers could offer coverage for additional benefits, with the employer-paid premium not sub-
ject to income tax. 



Flexibility

To allow some flexibility and encourage innovation,

Morone would allow states to opt out of Medicare

for All and develop their own system, under federal

guidelines, for people under age 65. States would be

required to guarantee universal coverage and offer

at least one plan equivalent in benefits to federal

Medicare coverage with no cost sharing. States also

would have to meet performance tests for cost con-

trol, quality, and access to continue with their exper-

iments. Federal funding would cover only  percent

of the cost of the state plans. The remaining  per-

cent would have to be raised from state and local

sources. States also would continue to be responsi-

ble for long-term care now covered under Medicaid.

Employers could continue to fund health insur-

ance that would enhance benefits under Medicare

for All—for example, dental coverage, expanded

mental health services, and hospital amenities.

Employer premium contributions would still be

tax-exempt. Morone acknowledges that this provi-

sion would create tiers of care, but he believes

Americans would not accept a system that prohibit-

ed upgraded coverage. To protect against extreme

disparities, all Medicare-covered services would be

fully paid by Medicare; that is, providers could not

“balance-bill” for covered services.

Financing and Administration

Medicare for All would be financed solely with funds

from a new value-added tax; current Medicare pay-

roll taxes would be eliminated. Widely used in

Europe, the VAT is a tax added at every stage of the

production process and reflected in the final selling

price. A new dedicated tax is needed because of the

large amount of revenue that would have to be

raised. To make the tax less regressive, Morone

would exempt food, medicine, and shelter and

would provide relief by expanding the earned-

income tax credit to families with incomes as high

as , per year.

Morone believes that early and careful planning

of the administration of the new program will be

critical to its success. The potential for savings is

great. Implementing a national, centralized, elec-

tronic claims payment system would realize large

gains, especially by reducing paperwork and in-

creasing productivity for providers. But achieving

these savings and the simplification possible under

the single-payer system would require a dedicated

and motivated bureaucracy as well as attention to

detail during the planning stages.

Cost Control

The proposed approach eliminates two elements of

the present system that many people see as helping

to control cost escalation—consumer cost sharing

and competition among insurers. Morone argues

that his approach will be more effective at control-

ling costs. He says that the European experience

with single-payer monopsony buyers shows that the

single-payer approach is very effective at controlling

costs for one simple reason: when system expenses

rise, taxes have to be raised. Unlike the current sys-

tem with multiple payers, cost increases are very vis-

ible and require responses by politicians. The

chronic problem of rising medical costs, Morone

contends, would become politically unacceptable in

a way it is not now.

Outlook

Morone acknowledges that this approach is too

much of a break with present policy to be politically

feasible now. But, over time, support for this kind of

sweeping reform could appear with emergence of

effective advocates and development of a movement

to push for change. Such wholesale change is not

without historical precedent. Reformers should

remember that, and approach the task with a long

view. ■

James A. Morone, Ph.D., is Professor of Political

Science at Brown University.
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Tax credits to low- and middle-income individuals and families to be used in either individual or group market. States receive 

performance-based grants to improve coverage rates, access, quality, and outcomes.

A Comparison of Reform Plan Features

Kendall/Levine/Lemeiux

General Approach

Low- and middle-income individuals and families.Target Population

Advanceable and refundable tax credits for low- and middle-income people. Medicaid, S-CHIP, and Medicare would continue.

Federal government provides grants to states to improve coverage, access, quality, and outcomes. States subsidize costs of 

coverage when credits are not large enough to make coverage affordable; may use purchasing pools or high-risk pools.

Form of Public Programs

After five years, a commission would decide whether to establish an individual mandate.Mandates for Coverage

Not specified; presumably general revenue, but alcohol and tobacco tax mentioned.Sources of Funding

None apart from tax credit for coverage.Major Tax Changes

Not regulated, but states have responsibility to prevent underinsurance; after five years, a commission would assess adequacy

of benefits.

Level of Benefits

Finances and oversees tax credits. Provides performance-based grants to states. Establishes commission to study health benefits

and technology and a federal information exchange/clearinghouse to report and disseminate information on quality and outcomes.

Role of Federal Government

Uses federal grants to supplement tax credits, strengthens safety net, assures health plan choices (e.g., through pools), and meas-

ures quality and outcomes. Continues operating Medicaid and S-CHIP.Role of State Government

Continue largely unchanged.

Effects on Existing Public Programs

Essentially unchanged.

Role of Insurers/Health Plans

Required to offer (but not pay for) a menu of health plans, facilitate an annual enrollment for employees, withhold premiums, and

administer tax credits.Role of Employers

Purchasing pools are an option to meet the requirement that states assure that everyone has a choice of plans available at reason-

able cost. States could use federal grants to subsidize high-risk people in the pool. Alternatively, states could impose community

rating to spread risk.

Risk Share/Purchasing Pools/
Insurance Regulation

The first two pages of the following table provide a side-by-side comparison of the features of the reform plans that are

described in the preceding narrative. The subsequent pages summarize features of the reform plans included in Volume I.

The plans are identified by the names of the authors.
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Tax credits available to all to provide 30% subsidy for high-deductible coverage.

Strengthen safety net and establish high-risk pools for the uninsurable. Strong

incentives for consumers to economize.

“Single-payer” approach. All legal residents covered by Medicare, with expanded

and rationalized benefits package and no copayments. Particular emphasis on

community medicine. States could choose to opt out for residents under age 65

by designing their own system under federal guidelines.

Miller Morone

Working uninsured, including individuals, and people who decline public coverage. All legal residents.

Medicaid, S-CHIP, and Medicare would continue for the time being. Better-funded

high-risk pools.

Medicare covers all legal residents, but Medicaid remains as a source of longer-

term care, disability coverage, and wraparound coverage for Medicare. Many

other programs (maternal and child benefits, for example) would be subsumed

under new program.

None. All legal residents covered by Medicare or state alternative.

Reductions in other federal health and non-health spending. Earmarked federal value-added tax (VAT).

Advanceable tax credits as an option to exclusion of employer premium. 

More flexible tax treatment of MSAs and IRA-type health savings accounts to

encourage growth.

Medicare payroll taxes and premiums abolished and replaced with VAT.

Medicare’s claim on general revenues (Part B) ended. Tax relief for state Medicaid

programs.

Minimum equal to services covered in minimum-cost FEHBP plan but with signifi-

cant front-end deductible (e.g., 5% of income) and maximum out-of-pocket obli-

gation; thus catastrophic coverage. 

Similar to Medicare but with addition of prescription drugs, maternal and child

health services, mental health services, emphasis on primary care, including

neighborhood health centers and extensive new home health benefits.

Fund tax credits, help fund high-risk pools, and additional funding for safety net.

Require guaranteed-renewal option for coverage eligible for tax credit.  

New Department of Health organizes and runs expanded Medicare program.

Oversees optional state waiver programs. IRS designs and implements a value

added tax. Earned Income Tax Credit expanded to offset regressive effects of VAT. 

Would compete for insurers by adopting attractive insurance regulation. Long-term care portion of Medicaid remains. Have the option of designing and

paying for 25% of costs to operate federally approved and monitored alternative

to federal Medicare.

Medicaid, S-CHIP, and Medicare continue for the time being. Medicare vastly expanded to all legal residents with expanded benefits. Medicaid

continues for long-term care. Many other programs replaced by new Medicare.

Similar to present but with greater flexibility to sell MSAs and other new insur-

ance products.

Can offer supplementary coverage to expand benefits beyond Medicare level.

Essentially unchanged. Do not contribute toward Medicare coverage but could pay for supplemental 

benefits (with continued tax exclusion for employees).

Purchasing pools could accept all employers and individuals and risk-rate new

entrants for two years. To further offset adverse selection, pools could require

multi-year contracts of customers and impose penalties for early exit from pool.

States would compete to be the single legal domicile for insurers by passing

favorable insurance regulations.

Medicare is the single pool and the only insurer for all citizens for the standard

benefits package, so there are no risk-sharing issues.



Working uninsured individ-

uals and families; the plan

would achieve near-universal

coverage for all working

households of legal U.S. 

residents.

People below 150% of poverty

level covered at no cost; those

between 150% and 200% of

poverty would pay some 

premiums and cost sharing.

Higher-income people could

buy-in to public coverage and

pay a sliding-scale premium.

Employees of small, low-wage

firms benefit from tax credit.

Individuals and households

under 300% of the federal

poverty level would receive

subsidies. Households with

incomes below 150% of

poverty level would be eligi-

ble for no-cost coverage.

All Americans not covered 

by Medicare or employer-

sponsored insurance.

Individuals with incomes

under 250% of the federal

poverty level and those at

high health risk. Subsidies

available only to those who

enroll through the state 

purchasing pool.

Refundable tax credit, funded

via repeal of federal income

tax provision that makes

employer contributions to

employees’ health insurance

non-taxable income; federal

tax revenues would fund

grants to states to help low-

income families buy coverage.

S-CHIP expansion, federally

subsidized, with some state

match, for those with limited

incomes, and a federal tax

credit subsidy for small

employers to help cover 

workers.

Household income deter-

mines eligibility for no-premi-

um plans (for households

under 150% of poverty level)

or reduced-premium plans

(for households under 300%

of the federal poverty level 

on a sliding-scale basis but

premium not more than 10%

of income). 

Premiums for those buying

into Medicare Plus would be

scaled to income, with lower-

income citizens paying only a

small percent of income.

Employers would be eligible

for transitional subsidies and

for reductions in their contri-

bution rate based on firm

income.

Increased federal-funding

match to participating states;

full subsidies to people below

150% of poverty; cost-sharing

up to 7% of income for people

between 150% and 200% of

poverty and to 12% for people

between 200% and 250% of

poverty. Higher-risk individu-

als, regardless of income, pay

no more than a statewide

community rate. 

None, but to receive tax cred-

it, individual or family would

have to buy a health plan that

included a minimum set of

benefits. High-level of volun-

tary compliance expected

among most workers since

employees required to tell

employers which health plan

they wished to join.

None. None. None initially but individual

mandate would apply even-

tually if a nontrivial share 

of Americans remained 

uninsured.

After five years, states could

mandate that everyone be

covered.

Would make refundable tax

credits available to working

households. States would 

get grants to expand health

coverage to more residents

and make insurance more

affordable. Coverage obtained

at work or from a range of

other organizations such 

as churches or unions.

Expand Medicaid and the

State Children’s Health

Insurance Program for low-

income people. Possible 

combination with tax credit 

to small, low-wage firms to

expand employer offerings.

Establishment of purchasing

pools in every state through

which households with

incomes up to 300% of the

federal poverty level would be

eligible for no-cost or

reduced-cost coverage on a

sliding-scale basis; automatic

plan enrollment for lowest-

income households. 

A modified “play or pay”

approach that creates incen-

tives for workers and employ-

ers to buy into “Medicare

Plus,” a national program

based on Medicare.

Extend the type of subsidized

coverage that is currently

available under S-CHIP to all

lower-income people and 

subsidize insurance for the

highest risk.

Butler Feder/Levitt /O’Brien/
Rowland

Gruber Hacker Holahan/Nichols /
Blumberg

Savings from elimination of

existing tax exclusion, and

federal general tax revenues.

Federal general revenues, with

state matching payments.

Federal general revenues,

savings from replacement of

Medicaid and S-CHIP health

programs, and limits on tax

exclusion for employer-pro-

vided insurance.

Payroll contributions and pre-

miums, general revenues, and

other smaller sources.

Federal general revenues, and

cuts in existing programs

since the need would be

reduced as health reform is

implemented.

General
Approach

Target
Population

Form of
Public 
Programs

Mandates
for
Coverage

Sources of
Funding

A Comparison of Features of Reform Plans in Volume I
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All non-elderly legal residents. Principal target group is

lower-middle income families

and individuals with incomes

above the federal poverty

line, or about half of the 

uninsured. Very low-income

families covered publicly, at

least initially.

Low and moderate-income

people who are not eligible

for Medicare.

All legal U.S. residents under

age 65.

All of the uninsured.

Federal subsidies to states 

to finance availability of no-

cost coverage to all legal 

residents.

A voucher or tax credit large

enough to cover one-half to

two-thirds of the premium for

moderately comprehensive

coverage. The credits would

be in the form of coupons

worth $1,500 for individual

coverage and $3,500 for 

family coverage. No-cost 

publicly financed coverage for

very low income households.

Continuation of Medicaid/

S-CHIP for eligible individuals

and families who choose to

stay in these programs;

refundable tax credits equal

to 70% of median-cost health

plan; federal payments to

states equal to 50% of the tax

credit to cover the costs of

running “default plans” for

people who do not enroll. 

Payroll tax, Medicaid, and 

S-CHIP funds.

Refundable tax credits for all

households but varying

according to income—mini-

mum credit approximately

$700 a year for an individual

and $1,200 a year for a family.

People below 100% of poverty

would get credit sufficient to

buy coverage comparable to

Medicaid. Those above that

level up to median income

would get gradually reduced

subsidies. 

All legal residents under age

65 automatically covered by

comprehensive benefits.

Everyone would have at least

one health insurance option

that would not require pay-

ment of premiums. There

would be a mandatory payroll

tax. 

None. None. All employers and employees

would pay a new payroll tax.

All people would have to

enroll or be enrolled by

default.

Every individual and family

would have to have health

coverage at least as compre-

hensive as Medicare’s, plus

prescription drugs and well-

child care. Those who fail to

show proof of purchase would

pay a premium plus a penalty

for Medicare backup coverage

for every month without other

coverage. 

Kronick/Rice Pauly Singer/Garber/
Enthoven

Weil Wicks/Meyer/
Silow-Carroll

Primary revenue source would

be a payroll tax levied on

employers and employees,

supplemented by federal gen-

eral revenues, state revenues,

and, in some states, premium

payments from individuals. 

Federal budget revenues;

those who buy more expen-

sive coverage would pay out-

of-pocket. Full coverage for

those with incomes below

125% of the federal poverty

level would be financed

through a combination of

state and federal revenues.

Phased-in cap on current fed-

eral tax exclusion; general

revenues; and savings over

time from changing consumer

behavior and increasing

health plan competition.

Payroll tax, premiums, and

federal subsidies.

Federal general revenues, but

partially offsetting savings

would be realized from the

elimination of Medicaid and

S-CHIP and from making

employer-paid health premi-

ums taxable income for

employees. 

All non-elderly legal residents

would be guaranteed compre-

hensive health insurance as a

“right” (at no direct cost)

through a public insurance

approach designed by each

state and monitored by the

federal government. 

A refundable tax

credit/voucher system would

make some level of coverage

affordable to lower-middle-

income people who currently

have no health insurance.

Very-low-income households

would initially be eligible for

publicly financed zero-premi-

um comprehensive insurance.

Combines refundable tax

credits and insurance

exchanges to promote lower-

cost, higher-value health 

coverage while allowing

employers and individuals 

to continue current arrange-

ments if they desire. 

A new Medical Security

System would be created to

provide universal coverage,

making coverage a “right.”

Tax credits for all households,

varying by income. Universal

coverage achieved by mandat-

ing that everyone have or buy

health coverage and having

Medicare automatically 

cover anyone temporarily

uninsured. Builds on present

system of private health 

plans and employer-based

coverage.



To qualify for the tax credit,

families would have to enroll

in a health plan that included

at least the minimum insur-

ance package, which would

be primarily catastrophic 

coverage.

Comprehensive but not

specifically delineated.

Physician services, inpatient

and outpatient hospital, pre-

scription drugs, nominal 

payments for well-child care,

prenatal care, and immuni-

zations.

A defined benefit package

similar to Medicare plus out-

patient prescription drugs,

preventive services, mental

health benefits, and maternal

and child health care. 

States determine a new stan-

dard benefit package—within

federal guidelines—for every-

one under 250% of poverty

and those at high health risk.

Would establish a default 

system of health insurance

regulation to encourage avail-

ability of affordable insurance;

would establish a benchmark

health plan with basic fea-

tures and catastrophic 

protection. Would monitor

state compliance and work 

with states on a plan to

eliminate uninsurance.

Would make federal funds

available at enhanced

Medicaid matching rates 

to states willing to cover 

targeted uninsured.

Funds subsidies, sets 

minimal rules, provides 

oversight of purchasing 

pool administration.

The Health Care Financing

Administration would have

primary responsibility for

administering Medicare Plus.

In addition to offering stan-

dard fee-for-service coverage,

Medicare Plus would also

allow beneficiaries to enroll 

in private health plans that

contracted with the program.

Financial support, monitor

state compliance of minimum

rules, oversee state spending

and enforcement.

Would develop a mechanism

to supplement federal tax

credit for eligible workers and

help cover those who did not

purchase minimum insurance.

Would have to use additional

federal funds to expand exist-

ing or develop new programs

to achieve target levels of cov-

erage. Would work with

health insurers on insurance

reform that keeps benefits

affordable.

Would provide coverage to

low-income uninsured resi-

dents, consistent with federal

rules affecting eligibility, ben-

efits, administration, and

other program aspects.

Not addressed, except for

continued responsibility for

remaining parts of Medicaid.

Would transform from

provider of insurance to a por-

tal for coverage under the

new Medicare Plus system.

States would continue to

finance care for the eligible

aged, blind and disabled. In

addition, they would have to

reach out to and enroll non-

workers, provide wraparound

coverage for those who would

have been in Medicaid, and

subsidize premiums for

unemployed people. 

Increases role of states signif-

icantly while granting more

flexibility.

Repeal of the federal income

tax provision that makes

employer contributions to

employees’ health insurance

a non-taxable form of income.

Explores tax credits to individ-

uals or employers, the latter

to subsidize the offering of

coverage to uninsured work-

ers with modest incomes.

Limits the tax exclusion for

employer-provided insurance

equal to no more than the

cost of the median-cost plan

in each purchasing pool.

Cap on tax exclusion of

employer-provided health

insurance at level of twice the

average premium of Medicare

Plus coverage.

Federal taxes would be

increased if surplus not 

available.

Major Tax
Changes

Level of
Benefits

Role of
Federal
Govern-
ment

Role of 
State
Govern-
ment

Butler Feder/Levitt /O’Brien/
Rowland

Gruber Hacker Holahan/Nichols /
Blumberg
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A federally-defined standard

benefit package. Benefits

would include prescription

drug coverage; dental and

long-term care would not be

required. 

To qualify for the credit, the

plan would have to cover

effective medical and surgical

services, prescription drugs,

and medical devices based on

a standard definition. Patient

cost sharing would be permit-

ted, as would managed care. 

Generally determined by the

market, with minimum stan-

dards set by the Insurance

Exchange Commission,

including goods and services

known to be medically effec-

tive and provided at reason-

able cost.

Guarantee is for basic cover-

age, but individual may 

supplement with own funds

to buy more comprehensive.

A package of benefits com-

parable to Medicare’s plus a

prescription drug benefit and

well-child care coverage. 

Would impose payroll taxes

on employers and employees,

calculate money needed and

provide funds to each state

health care system, monitor

state implementation of

expansions, measure quality

and health outcomes, deter-

mine and update standard

benefit package, monitor and

regulate quality of care in

states.

Would make information

about insurance purchasing

and plans available, including

price and quality and could

subsidize the production 

and distribution of such infor-

mation. It also would be (or 

contract with) an insurer of

last resort. 

Establish the Insurance

Exchange Commission to

oversee insurance exchanges,

distribute tax credits and

make default plan payments.

Establishes U.S. Insurance

Exchange as backup in 

markets without private

exchanges.

Would set up and regulate

insurance exchanges, forward

tax revenues, and determine

size of payroll tax. 

Would fund all tax credits.

Would establish general

guidelines for states setting

up the aggregate purchasing

arrangements (APA). Would

continue to operate Medicare,

for the elderly and as a 

temporary back-up plan for

people who do not have proof

of private coverage.

States would have much flexi-

bility in designing a system—

how to pay health care

providers (e.g., single payer

vs. competing health plans),

be responsible for raising rev-

enue to supplement federal

financing, meet federal

requirements, and enroll resi-

dents in health plans. Would

provide information on enroll-

ment options and procedures,

negotiate with health plans

and providers, regulate health

plans, and collect data to

evaluate the system. 

Would have primary role of

selecting or managing the

public plan for poor people

not currently covered by

Medicaid. Could continue to

regulate individual insurance

and regulate risk-rating. In

addition, states could choose

to provide payments for peo-

ple with high medical expens-

es, possibly allowing smaller

deductibles or less-constrain-

ing upper limits in low-cost

plans.

Continue to provide Medicaid

and S-CHIP; use new federal

funds to pay for care under

default plans by reimbursing

safety-net providers.

States would continue to pay

some Medicaid costs to keep

coverage at current levels;

would subsidize copayments

under basic plan for low-

income residents.

Each state would be required

to establish an aggregate pur-

chasing arrangement through

which small employers and

individuals would purchase

coverage. In exchange for no

longer financing the acute

portion of Medicaid or S-CHIP,

states would assume greater

responsibility for long-term

care services under Medicaid. 

Payroll tax substitutes for 

employer and employee 

premiums, which has impli-

cations for tax exclusion 

provision of employer 

premium contributions.

No major tax code changes,

but tax credits in the form of

coupons would help people

purchase qualified health

insurance. The new vouchers

would be viewed and treated

as tax reductions for those

who use them.

Phased-in cap on current 

federal tax exclusion for

employer-paid premiums.

New payroll tax would be

established for employers

and employees.

The tax exclusion for 

employer-paid health 

premiums would be 

eliminated.

Kronick/Rice Pauly Singer/Garber/
Enthoven

Weil Wicks/Meyer/
Silow-Carroll



Would continue to be a major

source of coverage. Would

have to bring premium rates

into line with federal or state

underwriting and benefit

requirements, but would 

benefit from administrative

savings associated with the

automatic enrollment system.

Would stay the same as

today, although some market

reforms might be necessary.

Could participate in state-

established purchasing pool

or continue to operate out-

side of such arrangements.

Would stay the same as

today; would compete for

business from Medicare Plus

system.

Health plans participating in

the new state plan would be

required to accept all appli-

cants, with premiums set at 

a statewide community rate.

Payments to plans would be

risk adjusted. Insurers would

not be subject to any new 

federal market regulations

outside the state purchasing

pool.

Similar to present but would

have to inform employees

about the tax credit program

and deliver the tax credit.

Would serve as a clearing-

house, creating automatic

enrollment mechanisms for

insurance, setting up payroll

deduction and payment 

systems for employees and

providing proof of insurance

for each worker.

Similar to present. If tax credit

were pursued, small low-

wage employers would be

encouraged to offer insurance

to their employees; em-

ployers would receive the 

tax credit if they provided

insurance.

Would continue to offer

health coverage to workers,

but could do so within the

purchasing pool or outside 

of it. 

Employers would enroll work-

ers at workplace. They could

choose to sponsor coverage

at least as generous as the

new program’s or pay a mod-

est payroll-based contribution

to fund public coverage. 

Would continue to have

choice to offer health cover-

age to their workers. If they

offer, they must make state

plans available, but they can

also offer plans outside the

state pool.

Insurance industry and states

would have to work together

to develop a means for

adjusting risk among plans.

Possible reforms in the indi-

vidual insurance market

unless tax credits could be

applied to a publicly managed

insurance product.

Purchasing pools are founda-

tion of proposal: subsidies

are available only for cover-

age purchased through the

pools. 

To avoid adverse selection,

measures are imposed to

make it more difficult for

employers to shift between

public and private coverage.

50% to 70% of the population

might eventually enroll in

Medicare Plus, providing

strong bargaining leverage

and broad pooling of risk. No

new regulations are imposed

on private insurance, and

there are no insurance pools. 

State-established purchasing

pools are foundation of pro-

posal. Medicaid (except the

disabled and elderly) and 

S-CHIP enrollees and state

employees would be included

in the pool. The pool would 

be open to individuals and

employers, and insurers 

could offer standard benefit

package at a statewide com-

munity rate, plus add-on

products priced separately. 

Medicaid and S-CHIP would

continue as now.

Medicaid and S-CHIP would

continue and be expanded.

Gradual phase out of

Medicaid and S-CHIP (and

accompanying federal subsi-

dies) for those families who

qualify on income alone.

Medicaid remains in place for

the elderly and disabled.

Would eventually replace

existing public programs for

the uninsured with a single

national program based 

on Medicare. Medicaid and 

S-CHIP would be phased out

with eligibles automatically

enrolled in the new Medicare

program or employer-spon-

sored plans.

Participating states would

receive enhanced federal 

S-CHIP matching rate for all

current Medicaid and S-CHIP

beneficiaries under 250% 

of poverty; all states must

continue smaller, residual

Medicaid program for children

and adults with special needs

as well as all long term care

services; would eliminate 

federal payments to states

covering individuals with

incomes above 250% of

poverty. No change in 

non-participating states.

Effects on
Existing
Public
Programs

Role of
Insurers/
Health
Plans

Role of
Employers

Risk Share/
Purchasing
Pools/
Insurance
Regulation

Butler Feder/Levitt /O’Brien/
Rowland

Gruber Hacker Holahan/Nichols /
Blumberg
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In some states, plans would

compete for business from

states and would have to

include services specified in a

federally-defined benefits

package. Some states might

choose to pay providers

directly and eliminate the role

of insurers/health plans. 

Would continue to be major

source of coverage. Would be

required to guarantee

renewability in the individual

market and to set premiums

on modified community-rating

basis in the small-group mar-

ket. Insurers would redeem

vouchers or certificates.  

Would compete to provide

low-cost, high-quality care;

collect and report quality of

care and health outcomes

data.

Plans would contract with

health insurance exchanges

to offer range of plans, in-

cluding a “no-cost” plan (that

is, no enrollee contribution);

would market plans and 

monitor quality of care.

Would continue to be major

source of coverage but would

be required to offer a policy

that covers the services 

comparable to Medicare plus

prescription drugs and well-

child care, to participate in

purchasing pools, and to 

community rate in individual

and small-group markets. 

Employers would no longer

provide or buy health 

coverage for their workers.

Although employer role 

would be eliminated, both

employers and employees

would have to contribute to

financing coverage. 

Similar to current role. May become their own insur-

ance exchange; continue to

offer benefits to employees;

or purchase coverage from

exchanges.

Employers would collect 

payroll tax but could opt out

by offering own generous

plans to employees.

Employers would be required

to offer (but not necessarily

pay for) coverage for employ-

ees and dependents. Benefits

must be at least comparable

to Medicare plus a prescrip-

tion drug benefit and well-

child care. Employers with 10

or fewer employees would

have to offer coverage

through the purchasing pool.

Since coverage in no-cost

plan is automatic, everyone is

pooled together, though

states would have latitude to

decide specifics. 

Few restrictions would be

placed on qualifying cover-

age. But all policies must

have a guaranteed renew-

ability clause, and low-cost

policies must be sold under

modified community rating.

Plans with more generous

coverage could charge higher

premiums to high-risk people.

Insurers could impose modest

waiting periods for people

who did not enroll during

open season. 

The Federal Insurance

Exchange Commission would

develop risk- adjustment

strategies. Payments would

be risk-adjusted both

between health plans within

an exchange and across

exchanges. 

Insurers selling through 

insurance exchanges would

be required to offer guaran-

teed-issue, community rated

standard benefit packages. 

All health plans would have 

to accept all individual and

small-group applicants and

provide immediate and full

coverage for all covered 

benefits with no waiting 

periods or exclusions for prior

conditions. Insurers selling

individual and small-group

coverage would have to price

premiums on a community-

rated basis. Purchasing pools

(APAs) open to all individuals

and groups.

Would vary by state, but new

state program could replace

S-CHIP and portions of

Medicaid.

Medicaid and S-CHIP would

continue, and more low-

income people would be 

subsidized to enroll in these

programs or some other 

public program.

Medicare remains intact; 

people enrolled in Medicaid

and S-CHIP may stay in these

programs or opt instead for

tax credits to be used in the

private market.

S-CHIP would be subsumed;

Medicaid would be mostly

subsumed.

S-CHIP and Medicaid largely

replaced, except for disabled

and elderly.

Kronick/Rice Pauly Singer/Garber/
Enthoven

Weil Wicks/Meyer/
Silow-Carroll


